REELMASTER 3555-D & 3575-D
®

FAIRWAY MOWERS

Performance you expect,
in a size you didn’t.

WITH

EdgeSeries Reels
TM

Reelmaster 3555-D & 3575-D
®

Productivity, Efficiency, Simplicity.

Lightweight Design

Powerful & Fuel Efficient

With weights that are 20 percent lighter than
other comparably equipped 4-wheel drive
fairway mowers, a low center of gravity and well
balanced weight distribution, the Reelmaster
3555-D and 3575-D are engineered to be highly
productive and fuel efficient, with reduced turf
compaction.

A robust 24.8 hp (18.5 kW) Kubota diesel engine provides
plenty of power to climb hills, even while operating
groomers and rear roller brushes, yet it uses less fuel
than other 4-wheel drive fairway mowers.
®

Easy to Maintain
A simplified tractor design utilizing a Tier 4 compliant engine, without the
expense or complexity of larger engines that require Tier 4 after-treatment
systems, saves money in fleet maintenance expenses.

Excellent Quality of Cut
Dual Precision Adjustment (DPA) cutting units featuring
Toro’s new EdgeSeries™ Reels combine to deliver a consistent,
high quality cut and superior after-cut appearance, while
reducing maintenance through improved reel edge retention.

All-Wheel Drive Traction
The Series/Parallel 3-wheel drive system provides
power to at least two wheels at all times. The result
is impressive hill climbing and hillside stability,
even in wet conditions.

EdgeSeries Reels
TM

Simple to Operate
The Reelmaster 3555-D and 3575-D are built
upon a common platform with other popular Toro
mowers that have proven to be operator-friendly
and highly productive.

Dare to Compare!

Highly Maneuverable & Easy on Turf
The 3-wheel design maximizes productivity during end-of-row turn
arounds. Smooth, turf-friendly tires significantly decrease turf tear,
particularly in tight turns.

toro.com/reelmaster

Contact your local Toro distributor today.

800-803-8676

Engineered to Perform.
Productivity, efficiency, simplicity and lighter weight, all packed into a compact chassis.
The Reelmaster® 3555-D (5 inch/12.7 cm reels) and 3575-D (7 inch/17.8 cm reels) were designed
to be over 20% lighter, and much more compact than a traditional Toro fairway mower. The result
is fairway mowers that deliver the performance you’ve come to expect from Toro, in a size that
is highly maneuverable, and engineered to decrease turf compaction in sensitive areas.
With a 100 inch (2.5 m) cutting width and up to 7 mph (11.3 km/hr) mowing speed, the
Reelmaster 3555-D and 3575-D are fast and effective.
Both the Reelmaster 3555-D and 3575-D take a full complement of fairway mowing attachments,
including rear roller brushes, groomers, fairway grooming brushes and grass baskets. The new
Reelmaster 3555-D and 3575-D, engineered to perform, designed not to leave a big impression
on your turf.

LEARN MORE

CONTACT US AT: 800-803-8676
OR VISIT US AT: toro.com
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Part Number 16-070-T
Products depicted in this literature are for demonstration purposes
only. Actual products offered for sale may vary in use, design,
required attachments and safety features. We reserve the right to
improve our products and make changes in specifications, design
and standard equipment without notice and without incurring
obligation. See your distributor for details on all our warranties.
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